io8	The Invasion of Bohemia.	i7S7
Concluding that he meant to content himself with main-
TheAus- taining Saxony, the Austrians on their side
trians, taken made preparations for an invasion of the elec-
by surprise,      '	,	.      .	,	..,..,     ,
retreat on     torate later on in the year when their allies had
Prague.	taken the fidi     The newg of the prussian ad_
vance came on them like a thunderclap. Their troops,
scattered through Bohemia, had to fall back on Prague in
such haste that they were unable to carry off or destroy
their magazines. In the first days of May, the bulk of
their army was collected on the Ziscaberg, a hill to the
east of the city. It was no longer commanded by the
skilful and experienced Browne. The partiality of Maria
Theresa for her brother-in-law had placed the incom-
petent Prince Charles at its head, and Browne, who was
realty a great commander, was subordinated to the court
favourite.
Meanwhile the Prussian columns were rapidly closing
in on Prague.    Frederick had appointed May 4 as the
The-Pms-	on w^c^ a^ were to assemble before the
sians before city ; on the 6th, if the Austrians stood their
rague. ground, they were to be attacked and (such
was his self-confidence !) beaten. Schwerin was a day
behind the time, and, on uniting his column with a por-
tion of the king's early on the morning of the 6th, begged
that his soldiers might be allowed a day's rest, as they
had been o"n foot since midnight, and had made forced
marches for three days. Frederick, however, refused to
be diverted from his intention of attacking that very
day, influenced, there is little doubt, not only by the
knowledge that a second Austrian army, under Count
Leopold Daun, was hovering in the neighbourhood, and
might at any time effect a junction with Prince Charles,
but perhaps still more by an obstinate determination to
carry out his programme to the letter.
The Austrian position was very strong.   On the north,

